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Seeking a position in material handling and machinery and being able to perform 
work accurately and in a timely manner.

NOVEMBER 2014 – JANUARY 2016
INSURANCE ADJUSTER - ABC CORPORATION

 Set up and adjusted machines such as grid formers and spade-winding 
machines used to fabricate parts for electron tubes.

 Installed specified parts such as gears, cams, ratchets, cutters and guides in 
machine.

 Set control mechanisms that regulate functions such as feed rate, spindle 
speed, air pressure and wire tension.

 Loaded, positioned and aligned wire or other fabrication material on feed 
mechanisms.

 Started machine and observed operation to detect malfunction.
 Examined and measured sample part, using magnifying device and measuring 

instruments such as balance scale, ruler and micrometer to ensure part meets 
specifications or to determine cause of defect.

 Sharpened tools with grinder and polishing equipment. visit establishments to 
evaluate needs to promote product or service.

2013 – 2014
ADJUSTER - ABC CORPORATION

 Work safe!! That was number one everyday.
 Then it was production.
 Try your hardest to make production everyday and when the machine broke get 

right on it to fix it.
 Coming in blind not knowing anything to picking it up quick and bein one of the 

best and makin the production they needed in a short period of time.
 Skills Used The skills I used the most is common sense and pay attention.
 If someone had those two things then the job was easy but learning how all the 

moving parts of the machines works is a little tricky.
 Learned something new everyday..

EDUCATION

- (Charleston High School - Charleston, MS)
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SKILLS

Microsoft word,powerpoint,excel,cad programs.
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